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C.S. Lewis
A simply-told Biblical allegory, wrapped up in a speedily-paced fantasy
adventure. The novel can be enjoyed by both boys and girls without any
reference to the religious allusions, but the morality behind good and evil
still prevails.
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She did not shut it properly because she
knew that it is very silly to shut oneself into a
wardrobe, even if it is not a magic one.

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Clive Staples Lewis or ‘Jack’ as he was known to those close to him, was born in Belfast, Ireland
in 1898 and became one of the intellectual giants of the twentieth century as well as one of the
most influential Christian writers of his time. After his mother died when he was only nine he and
his brother, Warren, were sent to boarding school in England. At the age of fifteen, he rejected his
Christian background and became an atheist. He won a scholarship to Oxford University, though
his studies were briefly interrupted by World War One. He enlisted in 1917, but was discharged a
year later. After the war, he completed his studies, and was awarded first-class honours in Greek and
Latin Literature, Philosophy and Ancient History, and English Literature. In 1925 he was appointed
Fellow and Tutor in English Literature at the University, remaining there until 1954 when he became
Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Literature at Magdalene College, Cambridge.
It was during his time at Oxford, and influenced by his friendship with J.R.R.Tolkien, that Lewis, in
1931, converted to Christianity and joined the Church of England. It was also around this time that
Lewis began to publish his writing, not only academic works, but also popular novels and books on
religious subjects. The Narnia series began in 1950 and although not initially well-received, they
quickly gained in popularity and are now considered children’s classics.
Lewis was married in 1956, at the age of fifty-eight, to Joy Davidman Gresham, an American writer,
but she died of bone cancer only four years later. Lewis continued to take care of her two sons, but
died himself at his home in 1963.

What’s the story about?
Four siblings are sent as evacuees to an old, grand house during the Second World War. One day, as
they are playing hide-and-seek, Lucy, the youngest, hides in a wardrobe and unwittingly stumbles
upon the land of Narnia and meets a hospitable faun, Mr Tumnus. During their conversation Mr
Tumnus realises he has no capacity for evil. He confesses to Lucy that he had orders to kidnap ‘the
daughter of Eve’ and to deliver her into the hands of the evil White Witch, whose fearsome rule has
plunged Narnia into eternal Winter and moral darkness. Instead he helps her find her way back to the
wardrobe, knowing that he will put his own life at risk in the process.
Upon returning to her own world, she tells her brothers and sister about her adventure but they do
not believe her; Edmund being particularly spiteful. However, after secretly following Lucy into the
wardrobe, he too finds himself in Narnia, and although he does not see Lucy, he meets the White
Witch, or The Queen of Narnia as she prefers to be addressed. Edmund’s gluttonous nature is easily
tempted with Turkish Delight and the promise of a royal title if he returns to Narnia bringing along
his brothers and sisters to meet her. On his way back to his own world, he meets Lucy, but to spite
her further he denies ever seeing Narnia when he returns, leaving Peter and Susan in a state of anxiety
about Lucy’s mental health.
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It is only later, when they are all hiding in the wardrobe to avoid the housekeeper, that all four children
enter the world of Narnia. All is not well; Lucy finds Mr Tumnus’ cave ransacked, and a note stating
that he has been arrested for treason. Edmund lets slip that he had been in Narnia before, information
greeted with distaste and outrage by all, but especially Peter, the eldest. Duty-bound, they decide that
the right thing to do is to rescue Mr Tumnus, though Edmund, with growing resentment, has other
ideas. On their way, they meet Mr Beaver who takes them back for dinner and informs them that
Mr Tumnus’ fate is probably hopeless and the only way to help now is to fulfill a prophesy and meet
with the great and noble Aslan, a lion and a force of good, at the stone table. It is after hearing this
that Edmund steals away and betrays his brothers and sisters to the White Witch. Edmund, instead of
being rewarded, is held captive while the White Witch prepares to do battle with Aslan and murder
the children.
As the children go to the stone table, Spring emerges heralding the return of Aslan and the weakening
of the Witch’s spell. When the children meet Aslan they are awe-inspired and fearful, yet love him
immediately. Saddened by Edmund’s betrayal he nonetheless agrees to sacrifice himself so that
Edmund can live. Witnessed by Lucy and Susan, the Witch, in the most moving scene in the novel,
does all she can to rob Aslan of his dignity before she kills him on the stone table. However, because
of a ‘deeper magic’ unknown to the Queen, Aslan is resurrected, stronger than before, and joins his
followers in battle with the Witch, killing her and defeating all that is evil. After the battle, Edmund
is truly penitent and all four siblings go on to rule Narnia into adulthood while Aslan comes and
goes, moving to other places that need his help. All is well and the novel ends with the four finding
themselves back in the wardrobe as children again with the housekeeper nearby, no time in this world
having passed.

Themes to look out for
•
•

Duty
Hope

Sacrifice
• Salvation

Temptation
• Betrayal

•

•
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•

Gluttony		

Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
Lucy
Innocent, compassionate and forgiving, Lucy is the youngest of the four Pevensie siblings and is the
first to discover Narnia through the wardrobe. Coupled with her innocence, her instinctive ability
to detect good and evil is disarming to those who meet her. She knows Mr Tumnus is a good man,
she knows to trust the little robin in the wood and Mr Beaver, just as she knows the White Witch
is evil without having to meet her. She is the closest of all the children to Aslan and, along with
Susan, accompanies him to the stone table as he shares his thoughts with her. It is from her emotional
viewpoint that his sacrifice is experienced, her anguished comments and reactions making it all the
more painful to endure. At the end of the novel she becomes Queen Lucy the Valiant. In the intended
allegory, she is Mary Magdalene, tending Aslan’s, or Jesus Christ’s, sacrificial wounds before rejoicing
with him in his resurrection.

Edmund
The most complex character in the novel, Edmund, just one year older than Lucy, begins as a bit of
a bully; greedy and spiteful towards Lucy and resentful towards his older brother. He is the face of
treachery in the novel and, driven by the promise of further Turkish Delight, is quite happy to betray
those around him even though he knows that the person he is betraying them to is evil. However, he
comes to comprehend the full extent and consequences of his actions and fights alongside Peter against
the White Witch and her army. He ends the novel quiet and thoughtful becoming King Edmund the
Just. In the allegory he represents a Judas figure as well as the sins that Christ sacrificed himself for.

Susan
The least developed of the children, she is fearful and although she approaches situations with
trepidation, she shares Peter and Lucy’s sense of honour and duty. At the end of the novel she is Queen
Susan the Gentle.

Peter
Honourable and duty-bound, Peter, the oldest of the four, is the natural leader of the group. He defends
Lucy against Edmund and fights bravely in the battle against the White Witch. At the end of the novel
he becomes King Peter the Magnificent.
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Mr Tumnus
The first person the reader meets in Narnia, an intellectual, fearful faun, threatened into kidnapping
humans, the ‘sons of Adam and daughters of Eve’, only for the White Witch to find he is morally
incapable of doing so. Literally petrified by the Witch for disobeying her, he is later brought back to
life by Aslan.

The White Witch
Part-giant and part-jinn, beautiful yet cold, the White Witch or the Queen of Narnia, is a very clever,
manipulative and intimidating character. A tyrant plunging Narnia into an eternal winter, she seeks
out her enemies with the aid of her secret police, turning them into stone. Her cronies are the worst
of types, hysterical hags and horrors that shriek and yell and taunt Aslan only when they know he
will not retaliate. However, her dark powers are ultimately defeated by a ‘deeper magic’ and her
destruction by Aslan signifies a new hopeful dawn in the chronicles of Narnia.

Aslan
Aslan, the King of the Beasts, is a powerful, dignified representation of good; a saviour and a deliberate
allegorical figure of Jesus Christ. An aura of calm, adoration and respect fills his camp and all the
children are powerfully drawn to him except Edmund. Aslan appalls him, and makes him aware of his
own treacherous nature. Aslan’s sorrowful, tortured sacrifice draws the readers’ sympathies further
and we share in Lucy and Susan’s joy and relief at his resurrection.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Narnia
Paranoia rules under the tyrannical reign of the White
Witch and her secret police, to the extent that even the
trees are suspected of being spies by those who inhabit
this mythological world. It is a harsh, bitingly cold, dark
and gloomy environment and society: an eternal Winter with
no Christmas, where any signs of life remain literally and
symbolically underground. As well as a Christian allegory, the
goings on in Narnia have distinct echoes of the totalitarianism in Nazioccupied Germany during the Second World War and in post-war communist Russia: a dictator, secret
police, anti-intellectualism and underground movements.
But the advent of Aslan heralds a conquering Spring that thaws the White Witch’s Winter spell, replacing
ice with running water, silence with birdsong, pessimism with optimism, death with life and showing
characters excitedly, and with relief, able to celebrate his arrival openly.
Within Narnia, the Queen’s castle is an extension of her hard character with shadows, sharpness and
an eerie quiet with ‘not the slightest sound anywhere’. Her courtyard is populated with victims of her
regime, people of all mythological races turned to stone in mid-action. This could also reflect the racial
purges that occurred during the war in Germany and in post-war Russia.
In contrast, Aslan’s medieval camp is quietly industrious, calm and ordered; his followers distinguish
themselves against the lunatic, raving mob that the White Witch surrounds herself with.

Narrative techniques

From the outset of the novel, the idea that someone is telling you a story is made explicit from the
fairytale opening of ‘Once’ followed up with the reader being informed that, ‘This story is about
something that happened to them...’. The narrative is playful in tone excepting the sacrifice of Aslan
where massive pathos is achieved instead.
Although the narrator is omniscient - the narrative interruptions suggesting he already knows the fate of
the characters - it is one that encourages a relationship with the reader as the novel progresses. At the
beginning of the novel the narrator refers to himself in the first person, ‘I’, immediately personalising
the storytelling and creating the idea that a real person is talking to you, the reader. Sometimes the
writer talks directly to the reader using the second person ‘you’ making the reader feel very involved
in the process of the story. The use of parentheses, giving asides of information beyond the storyline,
gives the impression that the narrator is taking the reader into his confidence creating a more informal
and intimate style of storytelling.
Often the focus of the narrative shifts: sometimes it follows Lucy’s thoughts and ideas, sometimes
Peter and Susan’s, or the Witch’s. However, after Chapter 9, the narrative is explicitly divided between
showing Edmund’s thoughts, feelings and adventures as he goes to betray them to the witch and those
of his siblings who show faith and follow Aslan.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise

The novel is a straightforward example of ‘Voyage and Return’ structure* where the characters ‘fall’
into another world (Narnia through the wardrobe), enter an initial fascination period (Lucy and
Edmund’s fascination with the Mr Tumnus and the Witch) before the frustration (Edmund leaving
the others and betraying them) and nightmare stage (Slaying of Aslan) ending with a thrilling escape
(Aslan’s resurrection and the battle) and return (back through the wardrobe to the real world).
Within this outline structure lies an internal structure that creates a sense of unease, mystery and
anticipation, for example, the reader hears the sounds of people in Narnia before seeing them (Mr
Tumnus’ ‘pitter patter’ and the Witch’s sleigh bells) emphasising a character’s vulnerability in this
strange world. After being alluded to for a long time, Aslan only appears in the last third of the
novel increasing the anticipation and dramatic impact when he does arrive on the scene. Also, Aslan
is contrasted with the Queen - he is a symbol of hope and life while she is a symbol of death and
oppression.
*According to scholar, Christopher Booker, there are seven basic plot types in Literature: Overcoming the
Monster, Rags to Riches, the Quest, Voyage and Return, Comedy, Tragedy, and Rebirth.

Language
Lewis makes use of semantic fields to present ideas about his characters: the Witch creates Winter
where everything is ‘cold’ and ‘frosty’ with connotations of death and dormancy whereas Aslan
brings Spring, sunshine, movement and birdsong, using personification to show that life is associated
with him, ‘Every moment more and more of the trees shook off their robes of snow’. Proper nouns of
flowers and trees are incorporated at this stage too ‘Edmund saw the ground covered in little yellow
flowers - celandines...Beyond it they found snowdrops growing,’ conjuring up the idea that heaven is
the English countryside in simple language for a young audience.
Apart from the use of parentheses as discussed in Narrative Techniques, Lewis doesn’t rely upon any
other particular punctuation or sentence structure devices to make the story work since the events carry
the story along. It is simple and straightforward, reflecting the fairytale nature of the novel aimed at
young children. This only briefly changes when he describes Aslan’s resurrection and journey to the
battle. The sentences are long suggesting that Aslan cannot be stopped.
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Special feature
Allegory
An allegory is a story that has a second
meaning beneath the surface. The author
might use allegory to illustrate a moral or
teach a lesson to children, using characters
to symbolise or represent ideas.

In The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, Lewis wanted to write the story of Jesus’ crucifixion for
children in a way that was magical and enjoyable. Within this allegory, Aslan is Jesus Christ, sacrificed
on the stone table (instead of a cross) to save the sinner Edmund (Judas), who not only possesses earthly
desires such as gluttony, but is easily tempted in order to improve his position - turning betrayer in the
process. Jesus was called upon by God - the deeper magic in the novel - to sacrifice himself for the sins
of humanity, cleansing the earth once more. Edmund atones and is forgiven for his sins by Aslan and
his brothers and sisters and Aslan is resurrected (as was Jesus in the Bible), cared for and witnessed by
Lucy and Susan (Mary Magdalene and the other Mary in Luke 24:1-3).
C. S. Lewis manages to write about the story of Jesus Christ and the conflicts of good and evil in
an enthralling, fantastical way, retaining a sense of morality, but dispensing with the heavy-handed
lecturing tone found in some allegorical stories. For him, the allegory is a literary device to help propel
the story and its enjoyment.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Beyond belief
What were C. S. Lewis’ beliefs?
Familiarise yourself with the story of Jesus, in particular his crucifixion
and resurrection.
Research mythological characters, both good and evil, from Greek and
Roman myths. Make notes on any creatures that you particularly
like or find interesting.

Golden rules
What is your interpretation of ‘right’ and ‘good’?
Does your school or family have an expected code of behaviour?
What are the consequences of breaking rules?
Is temptation a good or bad thing?
Have you ever given into temptation?
What happened?
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Pictures and objects
Show pupils a picture of a wardrobe and ask them to describe
what magical kingdom might lie inside it as you open the doors.
Display a picture of a mighty male lion and ask the
pupils what words they associate with him.
Is he good or evil?

Facts
What is mythology?
What is camphor?
What is a jinn? What religion is it associated with?
Who were Adam and Eve in the Bible?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter 2
What Lucy Found There
Focus on...

• Presentation of Lucy and Mr Tumnus
• Initial impressions of Narnia

Things to discuss
Character: How are Lucy and Mr Tumnus presented? What do you think of them?
What are your impressions of the White Witch?
Structure: The White Witch is referred to rather than seen. Why do you think the
writer has done this?
Narrative: In Chapter 1, the narrator frequently uses brackets. How does this affect
your relationship with the storyteller?
The narrator also refers to himself as ‘I’ at the end of Chapter 1. How does this affect
the way you view the story? How long did it take for the story to begin?
Setting: What kind of place is Narnia? How does the winter setting make you feel?
What does Mr Tumnus’ cave reveal about him?
Language: The story opens with the word ‘Once’. What does this word suggest about
the type of story you are about to read?

You could...
Highlight any words, phrases or ideas that suggest that Narnia is a mythological world.
Why might a writer choose to set a story in this type of world?
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 5
Back on This Side of the Door
Focus on...

• Impressions of the White Witch,
the Professor, Peter, Susan and Edmund
• Moral values and beliefs

Things to discuss

Character: How is the White Witch presented?
What is she like?
What are your impressions of the other children: Peter, Susan and Edmund?
Which character do you know most about at this point? And least?
What roles are being carved out for each of the children?
Which character interests you the most?
Who do you like and dislike at the moment?
Whose side are you on: the White Witch’s or Mr Tumnus’? Why?
Setting: What are your impressions of the Professor’s house?
Narrative: How does the narrator feel about Edmund at this point in the
novel? How do you know?
Language: ‘She got him to tell...’ is a quotation from Chapter 4. What does
it reveal about the Queen? What if C.S.Lewis had written ‘He told her...’
instead. How does this differ?
Structure: In Chapter 1 and 3 the reader hears Mr Tumnus and the White
Witch before meeting them. What impact does this have on you and the
way you feel?
Themes: The Professor talks to the children about the possibility of other
worlds. What do you think?
Must something be real, to be seen or touched, for it to exist?
Prediction: What do you think is going to happen when the children visit
Narnia next time?

You could...
Examine the times the children are able to enter Narnia. Is there a pattern?
What does this suggest about the state of mind someone needs to be in to
enter this other world?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 8
What Happened After Dinner
Focus on...

• The build up of anticipation

Things to discuss
Character: What more do you learn about the children? Have your feelings
towards them changed in anyway?
Whose viewpoint are you seeing the story from? Who do you trust?
Narrative: The narrator uses the words ‘we’ and ‘you’ in reference to the
reader. How involved in the story do you actually feel?
Structure: Does anyone say anything that might provide clues to future
events?
The reader never sees Mr Tumnus’ house ransacked, only the aftermath. Does
this make it more or less dramatic in your opinion? What went through your
mind as you read it? Tell me what you imagined happened before this scene.
We hear about Aslan before we meet him. Why has the author done this?
Prediction: What do you think Edmund has planned?
What kind of character do you think Aslan is going to be? What role might he
have in the story?
How do you see the story evolving from this point forward?

You could...
Find words associated with Aslan. How do they compare with the words
associated with the White Witch?
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 11
Aslan is Nearer
Focus on...
• The change in Edmund
• The split in narrative focus
• The changes in Narnia

Things to discuss
Character: How does Edmund change in this section? How do you feel
about him now?
How does the arrival of Father Christmas affect the tone of the novel? What
might his gifts signify?
We are over half way through the novel and although he has been mentioned
many times we still have not seen Aslan. Why not? What do you expect
Aslan to be like? Are you looking forward to his introduction into the novel?
Setting: What does the White Witch’s house suggest about her? How far is
it a reflection of her character?
Narrative: In this section, the narrative focus splits, following Edmund’s
story and then following the other children’s story in a parallel time frame.
What does this add to the novel?
Language: The writer begins to use personification when describing the
onset of Spring. What might the writer be trying to show about Aslan?

You could...
Compare the presentation of Aslan’s Narnia against that of the White
Witch’s. What words would you use to describe each one? How do you
imagine Narnia?
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5

Read to the end of Chapter 14
The Triumph of the Witch
Focus on...

• Aslan and his sacrifice

Things to discuss

Character: We, the reader, finally get to meet Aslan. How is he presented
and what is your impression of him? How does he compare with your
expectations? Did anything you read about Aslan make his eventual
surrender more or less shocking?
Tone: Amongst the evil doings of the Witch, the writer has always managed
to maintain a playful tone, offering some light relief. This does not happen
during Aslan’s sacrifice. What might be the reason for this?
Story: How is Aslan’s sacrifice presented?
What part of the sacrifice upset you most and why?
Narrative: The reader sees the sacrifice from the point of view of Lucy
and Susan, from a distance. How does this affect your feelings about the
sacrifice?
Structure: Looking back in this section, what clues can you find that
suggest Aslan knew all along that his sacrifice was his destiny?
Prediction: What do you think is going to happen in the story next? What
would you like to see happen?
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6

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss
Character: Did any of the characters remind you of anyone?
How did you feel at the death of the White Witch? Why do you think it was
briefly reported rather than seen?
How is Aslan’s resurrection presented?
How do you imagine the children will behave now they are back in their
own world? Will anything be different?
Which characters did you like, dislike and fear? Did any characters fit into
more than one category?
Which of the four siblings did you like most?
Looking at the novel allegorically, why do you think C. S. Lewis chose a
lion to depict Jesus? Would you have chosen another animal?
Language: In Chapter 15, when Lucy and Susan are riding on the back of
Aslan, the writer includes two very long sentences, the first starting with
‘He rushes on and on...’ and the second, which is even longer still, beginning
with ‘And you are riding not on a road...’. What do they show about the
way Aslan is running and how he feels?
Symbolism: What might the sea and the ‘red sun’ symbolise?
Themes: What themes emerged during your reading of the novel?
In your opinion, what was the most important theme?
Story: Did you like the way the novel ended? How serious was the novel?
Which was your favourite section and why? Which event from the novel
stands out in your mind most? What surprised you in the story?
In what ways is Aslan’s story similar to that of Jesus Christ as depicted in
the Bible? How is it different?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

Hidden meanings
Write your own allegorical story for younger children. Just as
Lewis wanted to retell the story of Jesus Christ’s crucifixion in
a way that was engaging for children, think of another famous
religious story and use the main ideas as a basis to write your own
story for children to enjoy. Don’t forget to use at least one animal
as one of your characters. You could read your finished story to a
younger audience.

This could be put in
the library or onto the
school’s website.

The rough guide
to Narnia
Create a handbook to guide a visitor through the magical world of
Narnia and help them learn about its exotic creatures. Find out what
you can about each selected creature and create lively reference
information for future Narnia visitors.
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This activity could be done
as a whole class or in pairs
using a chat show format

Edmund
in the spotlight

Invite an individual (or small group) to be Edmund in the ‘hot’ seat.
Prepare questions and take turns to ask him about his motives,
relationships and the consequences of his actions. Questions might
include what he thought he had learnt, how he changed and
how he felt at the end of the novel.

Stone statues
There were dozens of statues all about – standing here and there rather
as the pieces stand on a chess-board when it is halfway through the game’.
Chapter 9, The Witch’s House
Imagine life in the Kingdom of Narnia before the White Witch turned the creatures
to stone. Create a drama or movement piece in which inhabitants of a land suffer the
same fate. Start with people, or creatures, going about their everyday life and decide on
the point when everyone is ‘frozen’ in time. As part of the same piece, you could also
show the moment when the figures come back to life after years cast
in stone. Rehearse your work and share it with an audience.

Let the
adventures begin...
And that is the very end of the adventure of the wardrobe. But if the
Professor was right, it was only the beginning of the adventures of Narnia.
C. S. Lewis continued the Narnia adventures and published seven further
novels which are known as The Chronicles of Narnia. You might like to go
on and read one or more of these, but before you do, you could write your
own Narnia adventure with a story that includes the same
characters and setting.
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Memorable quotes
‘Safe?’ said Mr. Beaver; ‘don’t you hear what Mrs Beaver tells
you? Who said anything about safe? Course he isn’t safe. But he’s
good. He’s the King, I tell you.’
‘He’ll be coming and going,’ he had said. ‘One day you’ll see him and
another you won’t. He doesn’t like being tied down - and of course
he has other countries to attend to. It’s quite all right. He’ll often
drop in. Only you mustn’t press him. He’s wild, you know. Not like
a tame lion.’
‘Once a King in Narnia, always a King in Narnia.’
‘All shall be done, but it may be harder than you think.’
‘Do not cite the Deep Magic to me, Witch. I was there when it was
written.’
‘Daughter of Eve from the far land of Spare Oom where eternal
summer reigns around the bright city of War Drobe, how would it
be if you came and had tea with me?’
‘If things are real, they’re there all the time.’
‘Always winter but never Christmas.’

If you’ve been up all night and cried till you have no more tears
left in you - you will know that there comes in the end a sort of
quietness. You feel as if nothing was ever going to happen again.
‘I’m afraid it’s not much use to you, Mr. Rumblebuffin.’
‘Not at all. Not at all,’ said the giant politely. ‘Never met a nicer
hankerchee.’
‘What do they teach them at these schools?’

And that is the very end of the adventure
of the wardrobe. But if the Professor
was right, it was only the beginning of the
adventures of Narnia.

‘We’ve fallen on our feet and no mistake. This is going to be
perfectly splendid. That old chap will let us do anything we
like,’ said Peter to Susan, Edmund and Lucy.
		

Peter, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

‘I loved this book. Our teacher read it to us after lunch. We
couldn’t wait for break time to be over so we could hear what
was happening in this magic kingdom called Narnia.’
Zanera, age 10
‘Magic, adventure and a heart-warming lesson. The perfect
story to read as a family or on your own, curled up by the fire
in the cold winter months!’
Kidz World Book Review
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